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Unity is the world’s leading platform for creating and operating interactive, real-time 3D 
content. 

We believe the world is a better place with more creators in it. Creators, ranging from 
game developers to artists, architects, automotive designers, filmmakers and others, 
use Unity to make their imaginations come to life. 

Our platform provides a comprehensive set of software solutions to create, run and 
monetize interactive, real-time 2D and 3D content for mobile phones, tablets, PCs, 
consoles, and augmented and virtual reality devices. As of June 30, 2020, we had 
approximately 1.5 million monthly active creators in over 190 countries and territories 
worldwide. The applications developed by these creators were downloaded over three 
billion times per month in 2019 on over 1.5 billion unique devices. 

Content built on the Unity platform offers end-users a fundamentally more engaging and 
immersive experience than traditional static content. Content made with Unity is 
interactive, allowing end-users to connect with the content and with one another. 
Content made with Unity is real-time, allowing it to instantly adapt to end-user behavior 
and feedback. Content made with Unity allows graphics to be expressed with 3D shape 
and depth, permitting multiple viewing angles, and enabling augmented and virtual 
reality. 

Real-time is not just a part of the end-user experience. Building content on Unity offers 
creators significant advantages in development compared to traditional content creation 
tools. Creators can visualize and iterate on their 2D and 3D creations in real-time and 
collaborate with each other to edit content simultaneously. This can lead to significant 
reductions in design and development cycle times. 
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Our Create Solutions allow creators to easily develop, edit and iterate interactive 2D and 3D content, 
in real-time. We offer our customers tiered subscription plans designed to meet the needs of different 
types of customers: 

  

  
•   Unity Pro:    designed for customers with over $200,000 in annual revenue or funding, 

provides access to our engine with additional benefits, such as prioritized customer 
support, collaboration tools and the option to purchase professional services, additional 
support and licenses to our source code. In 2019 and the first half of 2020, at least 
two-thirds of our Create Solutions revenue was generated from Unity Pro. 

  

  
•   Unity Enterprise:    designed for larger teams, provides custom solutions at scale with 

flexibility to adapt to the needs of businesses. Unity Enterprise is designed for our 
larger customers in gaming and other industries and provides a suite of solutions that 
includes Unity Pro, PiXYZ data optimization plug-in, HMI toolkit and an immersive 
design collaboration toolkit. 

  

  
•   Unity Plus:    provides mid-sized, small and independent customers access to our 

platform with analytics and diagnostics tools and other services. Additional training 
resources are included to accelerate adoption and to give creators of all experience 
levels advanced and up-to-date support. 

  

  
•   Unity Personal:    our free solution caters to creators with less than $100,000 in 

revenue or funding in the last 12 months and is ideal for new real-time 3D developers. 
Unity Personal serves as a valuable on-ramp to our other price tiers and products. 

  

  
•   Unity Student:    our free offering for verified students that provides access to our 

engine and additional learning tools. 

Our Create Solutions also include our Assisted Artistry tools, including ArtEngine and Granite, which 
use machine-learning algorithms to accelerate material creation and editing. 
  

  
•   ArtEngine:    our powerful 3D content creation tool that uses AI to help create 

ultra-realistic digital artwork. ArtEngine removes the burden of minutiae involved in 
material creation work—such as photoconversion to physically based rendered 
materials, resolution enhancement, deblur, seam removal, unwarping and color 
matching—helping artists focus on value-added parts of the creative workflow. 

 

  
•   Granite:    provides an advanced texture system for content. By automatically loading 

and managing texture tiles, Granite is able to handle large amounts of texture data 
while using less memory, significantly reducing loading time for larger, detailed virtual 
worlds. 



We have introduced and will continue to develop Create Solutions that are specifically focused 
on industries beyond gaming, such as Unity Reflect and Unity Forma, and emerging augmented and 
virtual reality platforms, like Unity MARS. 
  

  •  Unity Reflect:    enables creators in architecture, engineering and construction to seamlessly 
transfer building information modeling, or BIM, data into Unity to create real-time 3D experiences 
across multiple platforms, including augmented and virtual reality. Released in late 2019, Reflect 
allows multiple designers and building engineers working on different systems to bring their data sets 
into one Reflect project, while maintaining a live connection to original design models. This 
functionality enables augmented and virtual reality and iOS, PC and Mac viewers to review live-linked 
models in real-time. Reflect is accessible to any designer, including those not familiar with developing 
on our platform. 
  

  
•   Unity MARS: gives creators professional-grade workflows for augmented and virtual 

reality development. Unity MARS brings environment and sensor data into the creative 
process, enabling creators to build applications that are context-aware and responsive 
to physical space. Creators are able to build, prototype and visualize data-oriented 
applications in real-time without leaving the Unity editor. 

  

  •  Unity Forma:    offers creators a product configuration toolkit with the high fidelity of Unity’s 
real-time 3D interactivity and rendering power. Creators are empowered to fast-track the creation of 
visually appealing digital marketing experiences for use cases across industries such as automotive, 
retail and others. These experiences, or configurators, can be distributed to a wide audience through 
the significant and varied platform compatibility of the Unity runtime. 

Operate Solutions 

•  Personalized Advertising:    an end-user acquisition product that uses machine learning combined 
with our deep player and game data to drive end-user installs at scale. Advertisers can define 
campaigns based on several parameters: 
  

  
•   Reach:    advertisers define the amount they are willing to pay for each install. Our 

algorithm maximizes reach and identifies the audience with the highest propensity 
to install. 

  

  
•   Retention:    our algorithms dynamically adjust the cost per install based on the 

likelihood of customer retention over 7-day, 14-day and other retention periods. 
This minimizes the risk that our customer will spend to acquire end-users that are 
unlikely to yield attractive returns, including those that churn almost immediately. 

  

  
•   Desired Return on Ad Spend (ROAS):    our algorithms dynamically adjust the cost 

per install based on a combination of the ROAS target set by the advertiser and the 
predicted lifetime value of an end-user. 

  

  
•   Contextual Advertising:    a product designed for cases in which our customers or 

their end-users opt-out of personalization within apps. With the depth and breadth of 
our in-game data, we can deliver highly relevant advertising while respecting stricter 
privacy elections. 

  
Our monetization products generate revenue for our customers in two primary ways. First, we provide 
in-app advertising technology that connects our customers to a broad range of advertisers is powered 
by our Unified Auction. Second, we provide micro-transaction capabilities that enable revenue through 
in-app purchases, or IAP. 
  



  •   
Unity Ads:    enables developers to seek the highest value for each impression of their 
inventory, through our Unified Auction, from a broad range of advertisers including direct 
Unity customers as well as demand side platforms, or DSPs. Each time an event is 
triggered within our customer’s application, our auction determines the best 
advertisement to show the end-user. Customers can access Unity Ads through a 
software development kit that enables ad delivery, rendering and transactions. 

  

  •   
Unity IAP:    allows for the sale of virtual goods within free or paid games on all major 
platforms by enabling creators to create once and connect to all major platform stores 
(for example the Google Play Store and the Apple App Store), utilizing a convenient 
single integration. 

 

End-User Engagement 

Beyond user acquisition and monetization, one of the biggest challenges for our customers is 
end-user churn. Retention and content consumption rates are significantly higher for those that build 
and continuously strengthen relationships with their end-users. Our deep insights powered by machine 
learning and our sophisticated customer relationship management tools empower our customers to 
create, optimize and deliver personalized experiences for their end-users, increasing customer 
retention and engagement rates and resulting in higher end-user lifetime value (LTV). 
  

  •   
deltaDNA:    a portfolio of services our customers use to understand behaviors of 
end-users within their game and to take action to improve user experiences. These 
services include: 

  

  •   
In-depth, high fidelity analytics tools used to understand end-user behavior and drive 
insights. 

  

  •   
Predictive tools that automatically promote actions that will improve LTV through 
personalization of content and monetization strategies. One such example is the 
determination of whether to show an in-app purchase promotion versus advertising 
content depending on an individual end-user’s preferences. 

  

  •   
Machine-learning driven capabilities that predict the likelihood of player churn or an 
in-app purchase. With this information, our customers can further personalize 
content and run campaigns to retain these players at scale. 

  

  •   
A Dynamic Ad Placement tool that optimizes ad placement across as many unique 
surface points as the developer chooses to integrate. Our machine-learning driven 
algorithms connect customer data with rich content selection and our ad 
monetization models to maximize both retention and revenue for higher end-user 
LTV. 

  

  •   
GameTune:    a machine learning solution that provides data science as a service. This 
gives customers the ability to optimize end-user engagement based on a combination of 
game elements, such as game progression speed, in-app purchase bundles and 
difficulty settings. 

Cloud Operations 

Developers face technical challenges and unpredictable costs as they launch and run 
multiplayer, multi-platform games and applications across mobile, PC and console platforms and 



game genres. Delays and downtimes are detrimental to our customers, who therefore place a high 
value on reliable solutions with predictable cost structures. Our Multiplay, Vivox, Cloud Content 
Delivery, Build Server and Simulation products focus on delivering real-time content and on optimizing 
the end-user experience. 
  

  
•   Multiplay:    a dynamic orchestration service that optimizes performance and cost by 

choosing the best hosting solution in real-time, leveraging the leading third-party cloud 
service providers as well as co-located data centers. This bypasses the complexity of 
creating and operating back-end technology and infrastructure, reducing the time and 
resources required to launch and operate real-time multiplayer games at scale. 

  

  
•   Vivox:    a hosted voice and text service that enables end-users to communicate with 

each other within real-time games and applications, and across multiple platforms, 
including iOS, Android, Windows, Mac and consoles. It features 3D positional audio 
that enables life-like communications within a 3D world. We also offer optional 
enterprise-level support that includes dedicated servers, integration support teams, 
virtually unlimited scale and 24/7 operations support. Vivox enables the social aspect of 
games and drives greater player immersion and higher engagement. 

  

  
•   Cloud Content Delivery:    a service optimizing the delivery of content to end-user 

devices, enabling applications to be smaller and therefore accessible across a larger 
range of devices, increasing distribution opportunities for our creators. 

  

  
•   Build Server:    a solution to offload Unity project builds to network hardware, providing 

centralized, stable and reliable environments for building distributed development 
projects, while driving higher project quality and avoiding costly downtime. 

  

  
•   Simulation:    a suite of products that harnesses the power of cloud computing to run 

millions of simulations to test, train and validate projects at scale. 
  

  
•   GameSim:    a cloud-based gameplay simulation service for game creators. 

GameSim is used during production or pre-launch of a game in order to test and 
ensure the quality and performance of the game and to test live game operations 
as well as optimize and balance game challenges versus rewards. 

  

  •  Unity Simulation:    a cloud-based simulation tool for creators in other industries. Unity Simulation 
can be used at any point in the development process to test multiple complex scenarios and validate 
concepts without any up-front hardware investment. While the product is primarily focused on 
automotive and robotics industries, the product can be used for any project, prototype or concept 
created in Unity. 

Revenue 

We derive revenue from Create Solutions, Operate Solutions and Strategic Partnerships and Other. 
  

We generate Create Solutions revenue principally through the sale of subscription fee arrangements 
for the use of our products and related support services. 

We offer subscription plans at various price points and recognize revenue over a service period that 
generally ranges from one to three years. We typically bill our customers on a monthly, quarterly or 
annual basis, depending on the size of the contract. As a result of billing our customers in advance, we 
record deferred revenue, and a portion of the revenue we report in each period is attributable to the 
recognition of deferred revenue related to subscription and support agreements that we entered into 
during previous periods. 



We generate additional Create Solutions revenue from the sale of professional services to our 
subscription customers. These services primarily consist of consulting, integration, training and custom 
application and workflow development, and may be billed in advance or on a time and materials basis. 

Operate Solutions 

We generate Operate Solutions revenue through a combination of revenue-share and usage-based 
business models that we manage as a portfolio of products and services. 

Our monetization products are primarily based on a revenue-share model. These products were 
introduced in 2014 as our first set of Operate Solutions products and currently account for a  

substantial majority of our Operate Solutions revenue. We recognize monetization revenue primarily 
when an end-user installs an application after seeing an advertisement (contracted on a 
cost-per-install basis), and to a lesser extent when an advertisement starts (contracted on a 
cost-per-impression basis). Our revenue represents the amount we retain from the transaction we are 
facilitating through our Unified Auction. Actions by operating system platform providers or application 
stores such as Apple or Google may affect the manner in which we or our customers collect, use and 
share data from end-user devices. In June 2020, Apple announced plans to require applications using 
its mobile operating system, iOS, to affirmatively (on an opt-in basis) obtain an end-user’s permission 
to “track them across apps or websites owned by other companies” or access their device’s 
advertising identifier for advertising and advertising measurement purposes, as well as other 
restrictions. We expect that Apple may implement these changes as early as fall of 2020. The timing 
and manner in which these plans will be implemented and the effect on our revenue are not yet clear, 
but these changes could adversely affect our revenue from our monetization products and potentially 
other Operate Solutions. 

We also provide cloud-based services to support the on-going operation of games and applications. 
These include application hosting services, as well as end-user engagement tools and voice chat 
services. These services are generally sold based on usage and billed monthly in arrears. Some of our 
usage-based contracts include a minimum fixed-fee usage amount. We expect that our Operate 
Solutions beyond monetization, including cloud operations and hosting services, such as Multiplay, 
which we introduced in 2018, as well as Vivox and deltaDNA, both introduced in 2019, will grow as a 
percentage of our revenue over time as we further scale these newer products and services and as we 
launch additional solutions for gaming customers as well as customers in other industries. 

Strategic Partnerships and Other 

We generate Strategic Partnerships revenue principally from partnership contracts with hardware, 
operating system, device, game console and other technology providers. Typically, we recognize 
revenue from these contracts as services are performed. These partnerships are typically multi-year 
software development arrangements with payments that are either made in advance on a quarterly 
basis or milestone-based. In addition, certain partners pay us royalties based on the sales of their 
products that incorporate or use our customized software. 
  
We generate Other revenue principally from our share of sales from our Asset Store, a marketplace 
and scaled aggregator for software, content and tools used in the creation of real-time interactive 
games and applications, and from our Verified Solutions Partners, which sell software and tools 
certified for quality and compatibility with our platform. 

 

 



 
Unity has built its reputation in gaming, and our scale and reach in this industry are significant. We 
estimate that in 2019, on a global basis, 53% of the top 1,000 mobile games on the Apple App Store 
and Google Play and over 50% of such mobile games, PC games and console games combined were 
made with Unity. Unity’s platform helps game developers—from the largest publishers in the world 
with teams of hundreds, to mid-sized, small and independent publishers, to individual creators—build 
and operate high quality games, rapidly and efficiently. Unity games can be built once and deployed 
and operated across more than 20 platforms, including Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, PlayStation, 
Xbox, Nintendo Switch, and the leading augmented and virtual reality platforms, among others. As 
gaming has proliferated, the business models for content have evolved beyond one-time purchases to 
include advertising and in-app purchases. Unity enables these new business models by providing 
creators with the solutions they need to easily run and monetize their content. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Unity_games 
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Our Strategic Relationships 

We have a robust and diverse partner ecosystem that includes leading hardware, operating 
system, device, game console and other technology providers. Our partners benefit from their 
relationship with us through growth in engagement of our customers with their ecosystem. 
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Our partner ecosystem is critical to our create once and deploy anywhere value proposition to 
our customers and is an important part of our go-to-market strategy. Partners also serve as a source 
of brand awareness and sales leads in new industries, and help to accelerate our sales cycles through 
co-marketing programs. 

Apple 

Our close collaboration with Apple allows Unity customers to benefit from new functionality and 
features as well as new platforms and distribution channels, such as iOS, AppleTV and Mac. 
Additionally, Unity customers can use optimized features for ARKit and supporting distribution of 
content on stores such as the Mac App Store, the App Store and Apple Arcade. 

Autodesk 

Our collaboration with Autodesk streamlines workflows and eliminates creator friction between 
Autodesk and Unity products. Today, users can import and export Maya and 3ds Max scenes into 
Unity. They can also import BIM data from Autodesk’s Revit product into our Reflect product to 
visualize environments and build interactive experiences for the architecture, engineering and 
construction industry. 

ARM 

We partner with ARM to support and optimize Unity for their processors and graphics processing 
unit architecture. This allows Unity users to experience seamless performance and feature availability 
across ARM’s technology ecosystem, including all major mobile phone and SoC manufacturers. 

Google and DeepMind 

We partner with the following Google businesses and groups: 
  

  •  
Android: Our creators can reach the global audience of consumers on Android, across multiple 
distribution channels. 

 

•  
ARCore: Our creators have a seamless experience building and deploying mobile augmented reality 
content to over 500 million ARCore-enabled devices. 
  

  
•   AdMob: Our creators have access to Google’s advertisers through our Unified Auction. 

  

  
•   Google Cloud Platform:    Google Cloud products, services & infrastructure are the 

foundation of Unity’s cloud-based services. This partnership makes it much simpler and 
affordable to power Unity games with cloud technology, and enables creators to access 
the Google Cloud Platform for high-performance processing and delivery of their 
content. 

  

  
•   Stadia:    The Stadia Makers program was launched with an initial focus on Unity 

developers and provides an on ramp for games to publish to this streaming platform. 

We also partner with DeepMind, which uses Unity to create complex virtual environments and 
simulations required by scientists to push the boundaries of AI research. 

Intel 



Our partnership with Intel allows creators to maximize their usage of Intel GPU and CPU 
powered platforms, optimizing content reach performance for experiences on Intel architecture. 

Microsoft 

We have a long history of collaborating with Microsoft to drive innovation: 
  

  
•   Games and apps:    creators can build native games and applications for Windows, 

Xbox One, Xbox Live, future hardware and distribution channels. 
  

  
•   Havok:    the best in class physics solution, Havok Physics for Unity is built on our new 

Data-Oriented Technology Stack architecture. 
  

  
•   HoloLens:    creators can build and deploy to HoloLens and HoloLens 2, leading 

platforms for augmented and mixed reality creation. 

Nintendo 

For the Nintendo Switch Console, developers can build native games with Unity and over half of 
games on Nintendo Switch have been made with Unity during the three years since the Nintendo 
Switch’s launch. In addition, our Vivox voice service is provided as the voice software development kit 
for the Nintendo Switch. 

Of Nintendo’s mobile games, Mario Kart: Tour, Super Mario Run and Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp 
are made with Unity. 

Samsung 

Our technology and device partnership with Samsung allows us to collaborate on state-of-the-art 
gaming performance on Samsung mobile devices, including adaptive performance technology. We 
make this technology accessible to our creators to allow for real-time adaptive scaling in game content 
so the Samsung mobile device and content can work together to achieve optimal gaming 
performance. 

Sony 

Our partnership with Sony Interactive Entertainment enables creators to build native games and VR 
experiences for Sony PlayStation 4, Sony PlayStation VR and future hardware. 
 
Tencent 

Our partnership with Tencent will enable creators to access the Tencent Cloud service for 
high-performance last-mile delivery of their content within China. This domestic partnership makes it 
much simpler and more affordable to power Unity games with cloud technology within China. 

 

Customers 

 



 

 

 

 

Research and Development 

Our engineering and product teams and culture are customer-oriented and work alongside 
customers to deliver high value, high quality features and functionality across the numerous devices 
and platforms we support. We deliver these features through frequent updates to our Create and 
Operate Solutions. 

Our research and development efforts are distributed around the world, and combined with our 
support for numerous platforms, we have developed significant expertise in build, test and deployment 
tools, technologies and automation, for both traditional, native-code, monolithic repositories as well as 
package-based, cloud hosted packages. These tools enable us to work independently and efficiently 
and maintain a rapid sustained pace of innovation. 

Over the last two fiscal years, we have invested more than $450 million in research and 
development to build our platform. We had 1,879 employees involved in research and development 
and related activities as of June 30, 2020, which accounted for 56% of our total headcount. 

Competition 

We primarily compete with other content development tools and monetization services. Most of 
these competitors offer point solutions which represent a subset of the offerings on our platform: 
  

  
•   Create Solutions:    We primarily compete against proprietary game engines built 

in-house by large game studios, as well as Unreal Engine (Epic Games) and Cocos2d 
(Chukong Technologies), which offer game development tools primarily serving the PC 
games and mobile games sectors, and, in the case of Unreal Engine (Epic Games), 
industries beyond gaming. Outside of gaming, we also compete with other 
development platforms that offer 2D and 3D design products. 

  

  
•   Operate Solutions:    With respect to our Operate Solutions, we operate in a 

fragmented ecosystem composed of select divisions of large, well-established 
companies as well as privately held companies. The large companies in our ecosystem 
may play multiple different roles given the breadth of their business. Examples of these 
large companies are Amazon, Facebook, Google, Microsoft and Tencent. Most of 
these companies are also our partners and customers. 

We believe that the principal competitive factors in our market are: 



  

  
•   the pace and quality of new product innovation; 

  

  
•   product capabilities, including flexibility, scalability, performance, security and reliability; 

  

  
•   integration with existing platforms; 

  

  
•   high-quality customer support, training and services; 

  

  
•   brand recognition and reputation; 

•  return on investment of sales and marketing efforts; 

 

•  volume and leverage of user data and analytics; 
  

  
•   price and affordability of our solutions and customer economics; 

  

  
•   ease of use of products; and 

  

  
•   ability to expand to adjacent industries. 

We believe we compete favorably with respect to these factors. 

Our Company Values 

The Unity Values capture what we represent and form the foundation of our company culture. 
They have a material impact on how we do our jobs and how we treat each other every day, and guide 
us in making the right decisions for our customers, partners and creators. 

Users First:    We put users first, they are the reason we do what we do. Our shared dedication to our 
customers holds us together, defines and aligns our work and drives us to deliver for them. 

 
Best Ideas Win:    We believe great ideas can come from anywhere. We have vigorous debates, we 
listen and learn, and we make sure the best ideas win. We care enough to go through the pain of 
messy conversations. 

In It Together:    We are Citizens of Unity. We act like owners. We’re activists; we have a voice and 
use it. We’re direct and candid, with good intent. We deeply collaborate towards shared goals and 
respect each other’s unique contributions. 

Go Bold:    We do bold things. We go big and when we fail, we learn, get better and go big again. We 
challenge and elevate each other beyond our limits to do what may seem impossible. We stay curious 
and hungry. 



How we live our values each day matters, too. We believe in approaching each employee and 
interaction with Empathy, Respect and Opportunity. These values form the foundation of our 
Diversity and Inclusion programs, which we continue to develop and expand. 

Empathy is the ability to recognize and validate the perspectives and experiences of others, even 
without connecting yourself to those experiences. It’s about listening to understand—not to respond. 

Respect is rooting your efforts in empathy, by taking every-day actions that acknowledge individual 
experiences and perspectives. 

Opportunity is demonstrating respect for the knowledge and experience of others by empowering 
them to contribute, create or lead based on that knowledge and experience. 

We invest in our culture in many ways, including a Unity Leadership Program run by senior leaders, 
frequent Town Hall meetings, executive roundtables, manager and employee development 
opportunities and a global Workplace Experience team dedicated to curating local cultural events 
including yoga, meditation, coffee talks and game nights. 

We love creators—those bold enough to create what is in their imagination to change the world. 
Creators are changemakers and Unity is their platform for change. Since our founding, we have 
focused on empowering our creators and employees to make the world a better place. We plan to 
continue to invest in these efforts with the creation of a donor-advised fund. In July 2020, our board of 
directors approved the issuance of 750,000 shares of our common stock to such fund after the 
completion of this offering. 

 

Our Growth Strategies 

We are investing aggressively to strengthen our global leadership in gaming through continued 
investment in our products and solutions, continued subscription growth and product usage within 
existing customers, and expansion of our customer base across game publishers of all sizes. In 
parallel, we are investing in the development of products, services and go-to-market strategies that 
serve industries beyond gaming, where we believe our long-term potential is many times greater than 
in gaming. 

 



Investing in Product Innovation for Growth 

We will continue to innovate with new products, features and functionality. In addition, we will also 
continue to pursue acquisitions of products, teams and technologies that complement and expand the 
functionality of our platform, add to our technology expertise and bolster our leadership position by 
providing access to new customers or markets. 

 

Growth within Existing Gaming Customers 

We have opportunities to broaden our relationships with existing customers, by expanding our Create 
Solutions subscriptions, growing Operate Solutions usage and increasing the number of Unity 
solutions our customers use. We grow our subscriptions by expanding within and across multiple 
studios within a single publisher. We grow usage of our Operate Solutions products primarily through 
the success of our customers’ games and applications. We also grow as our customers add additional 
Unity solutions. Our dollar-based net expansion rate, which measures expansion in existing 
customers’ revenue over a trailing 12-month period, grew from 124% as of December 31, 2018 to 
133% as of December 31, 2019, and from 129% as of June 30, 2019 to 142% as of June 30, 2020, 
demonstrating the power of this strategy. 

Growth in New Gaming Customers 

Gaming continues to be the fastest growing segment of the media industry, and within this growing 
industry, customers of all sizes are increasingly looking to leverage third party tools to accelerate the 
development process. Large global publishers, including AAA studios, increasingly find using Unity to 
be more efficient and productive than building proprietary technology in-house. Additionally, Unity 
enables mid-sized, small and independent developers and freelance artists to create and operate 
content where they would not otherwise have the resources to do so independently. 

Growth in Industries and Use Cases Beyond Gaming 

We continue to invest in the expansion of our Create Solutions and Operate Solutions to new 
industries such as architecture, engineering, construction, automotive, transportation, manufacturing, 
film, television and retail. 

Continued Growth Across All Major Global Markets 

Our solutions drive content creation and operation around the globe. Leveraging our global reach, we 
will expand our self-serve and direct sales approach in each region to facilitate further penetration of 
our existing customers and growth with new customers. Our newer Operate Solutions products such 
as Multiplay, Vivox and deltaDNA are currently sold and marketed predominantly in North America 
and major European markets. We plan to extend the reach of these products to all markets to match 
our global footprint. Additionally, we will continue to explore the development of localized Create and 
Operate Solutions to address market-specific needs. In China, for example, we have established a 
strong brand and local team to drive research and development as well as sales and marketing. We 
believe our localized approach and focus has driven, and will continue to drive the adoption of our 
solutions in this important market.  



Our Competitive Strengths 

We believe that we have a number of competitive strengths that will enable our market leadership to 
grow. Our competitive strengths include: 

Our Platform 

Our core competitive strength is the breadth and depth of our platform. We offer a 
comprehensive set of solutions to create, run and monetize real-time 3D games and applications. 
Creators can onboard through any of our solutions and leverage our platform to serve their needs at 
every stage of growth. To help our creators succeed, we provide access to comprehensive learning 
resources and guided onboarding to our extensive community. As a result of the strength of our 
platform, as of June 30, 2020, we had a global reach of over two billion monthly active end-users, who 
consume content created or operated with our solutions on over 20 platforms. We saw an average of 
more than 15,000 new projects each day in the first half of 2020. 

Market Leadership in Game Development with Industry-Leading Brand 

We are the market leader for the creation of all types of video games, ranging from games developed 
by the largest global publishers, including AAA studios, to games developed by mid-sized, small and 
independent developers and freelancers. We estimate that in 2019, on a global basis, 53% of the top 
1,000 mobile games on the Apple App Store and Google Play and over 50% of such mobile games, 
PC games and console games combined were made with Unity. Ninety-three of the top 100 game 
development studios by global revenue in 2019 were Unity customers. We see significant 
opportunities for expansion within these existing customers through increased Create Solutions 
subscriptions and additional adoption of our Operate Solutions. Games developed on the Unity 
platform record an average of over eight billion hours of gameplay per month in the six months ended 
June 30, 2020. Many of the most successful games across the globe were developed using Unity. 
 
We believe that the Unity brand is synonymous with real-time 3D game development. The brand 
recognition we have achieved with creators in gaming is also helping to drive adoption of Unity in 
industries such as architecture, engineering, construction, automotive, transportation, manufacturing, 
film, television and retail. 

Relentless Focus on Innovation, Talent and Research and Development 

We have invested over $450 million in research and development over the last two fiscal years alone 
to further develop our solutions. Our market-leading position and reputation for innovation support our 
ability to recruit highly talented software engineers and developers. As of June 30, 2020, 56% of our 
total headcount was involved in research and development and related activities. We invest in both the 
improvement of our existing products, as well as in research that we believe will lead to the 
development of important new products to expand and enhance our platform. As an example, our 
recently developed Unity Simulation product started as a research project. We believe it will drive 
future applications of real-time 3D in many new use cases, including autonomous driving, robotics, 
industrial automation, and virtual reality-based education and training. 

Additionally, although the significant majority of our revenue growth has been organic, we have 
completed over a dozen acquisitions to date. Acquisitions have primarily included smaller teams with 
specific product expertise. Our Applifier, deltaDNA, Finger Food, Multiplay and Vivox acquisitions 
brought greater functionality into our platform, added key innovation talent to our team and furthered 
our goal of being the one-stop integrated platform for all creator needs. We plan to continue to 
leverage both in-house innovation and acquired talent and technology to continue to grow our 
solutions portfolio. 

Extensive Data Footprint and Sophisticated Analytics 

Our scale affords us access to a vast amount of end-user engagement and platform performance 
data. We continuously capture and analyze valuable end-user behavior and application performance 



data from over 50 billion in-app events per day across over 20 different platforms as end-users interact 
with games and applications made with Unity. This data and analytics capability allows us to optimize 
content performance, end-user acquisition and engagement and monetization based on predicted 
lifetime values of our customers’ end-users, driving value for both our customers as well as their 
end-users. 

The Unity Creator Community 

Unity has a very large, active global community of real-time 3D creators, with approximately 1.5 million 
monthly active creators that developed over 8,000 games and applications per month in the six 
months ended June 30, 2020. We have a highly engaged base of creators, with users of our Unity Pro 
product spending an average of 4.9 hours per day actively using our platform in the year ended 
December 31, 2019, and an average of 5.1 hours per day for the six months ended June 30, 2020. 
The scale of our creator community provides us with a significant competitive advantage, and by 
incentivizing third-party platforms to strategically partner and integrate with us, we are able to further 
expand our community. Third-party platforms partner with Unity to make it easy for our creators to 
deploy content onto their platforms. These partnerships help us to maximize audience-reach for our 
customers and retain our platform’s position as the leading hub for real-time 3D content creation. 

The Unity creator community has grown rapidly. We maintain a common forum for creators of all types 
to collaborate on content and learn from each other. Further, we invest significant resources to enable 
the community’s success by hosting Unite conferences on multiple continents on a regular basis. 
These events bring together Unity creators, experts and industry leaders to unlock the full creative 
potential of our platform. 

In addition, within our creator base are a large number of students and independent learners, including 
those enrolled in high school and university classes. We invest in providing student and school licenses 
as well as developing curriculum components, Unity-specific portions of academic programs and 
learning content to ensure students can learn and train on our software. With this knowledge and 
continuing education, students prepare for, and excel in, careers using real-time 3D and Unity. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: Att investera i finansiella tillgångar är alltid förenat med risk, gör 

alltid din egen analys. Detta är vår syn med mina subjektiva antaganden i 

analysen. Jag kan ha ägande i bolagen och jag kan ha för avsikt att köpa eller 

att sälja i den närmaste framtiden. 


